Sly Mongoose

Welcome to Chilo. Like Venus its a planet
wracked with corrosive rains, crushing
pressure,
and
deadly
heat.
Fourteen-year-old Timas lives in one of the
domed cities that float safely 100,000 feet
above the surface, far over the rain and
heat. His dangerous livelihood, putting on
failing, ancient armored suits to scavenge
on Chilos surface, is interrupted by the
crash landing of a mysterious stranger with
a warning: an invasion is imminent. As
nearby cities fall silent one by one, Timas
and Chilos other citizens will have to race
against time to stop an inhuman enemy.
Praise for Sly Mongoose: Holy crap, yes!
Bookgasm
Buckell delivers double
helpings of action and violence. Publishers
Weekly An edgy, engaging science fiction
novel Romantic Times finely tuned and
engrossing. Booklist Anyone hankering
for a book that is pure front-to-back action
is likely to peg this as the space opera of
2008 Tobias Buckell improves by an order
of magnitude with each story he tells. SF
Reviews Great world-building and fast
action IO9.com Beautifully written and
thoroughly engrossing. Critical Mass If
you have never read Buckell, SLY
MONGOOSE is a good place to start, and I
recommend you do. Adventures in SciFi
Publishing With tightly woven narrative
threads, fleshed characters, thriller pacing
and a bit of cosmetic steampunk thrown in
for style, SLY MONGOOSE is a rollicking
example of how action adventure need not
be shallow. ComicCon Magazine Its been
a while since Ive read books so fast and
enjoyed books so much. Buckells writing
just gets better and better and the overall
plot of his universe is building. SF Crows
Nest An entertaining space opera filled
with intriguing scientific possibilities, good
characterization,
intricate
political
maneuvering, and lots of derring-do and
adrenaline asskickery. SciFi Dimensions
Another Buckell book nigh-impossible to
put down once youve gotten into the
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action. Highly recommended. Green Man
Review

Sly Mongoose is the third science fiction novel of Caribbean writer Tobias S. Buckell. The novel is a standalone but is
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